How to Succeed
8th Grade Science

Know Your Teacher:
Mr. Foreman
E-mail ryan.foreman@isd742.org
Phone 320-251-1322 x1927

WHAT'S THIS CLASS ABOUT?
Students will be exploring the planet Earth in multiple scopes to understand how each system works individually and in tandem to create our beautiful planet.

WHAT WILL WE LEARN?
- Scientific Process
- Rocks and Minerals
- Plate Tectonics
- Meteorology
- Solar System

CLASSROOM EXPECTATIONS:
*Be Prepared with Materials
*Be on Time
*Respect Others and their Property
*Use Appropriate Language, Volume, & Tone
*Follow Directions

SOUTH JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
❖ Kind
❖ Cooperative
❖ Community
Attendance Policy:
Students are expected to report to class ON TIME. Click Here or contact school office for complete tardy policy.

SUPPLIES - Students should come prepared to class EVERY day. The following materials are required:
- Fully-charged iPad
- Pencils
- Notebook
- Folder
- Independent Reading Book

Major Units of Study

Trimester 1
- *Scientific Process
- *Chemistry
- *Rocks and Minerals

Trimester 2
- *Earth Structure
- *Plate Tectonics
- *Historical Geology

Trimester 3
- *Atmosphere Dynamics
- *Meteorology
- *Solar System
- *Galaxies

HOW WILL I BE GRADED?

Grading Rubric
A - Demonstrates understanding of standards/benchmarks to exceed expectations
B - Demonstrates a secure level of understanding of standards/benchmarks
C - Demonstrates a developing level of understanding of standards/benchmarks
D - Demonstrates a beginning level of understanding of standards/benchmarks
F - Demonstrates insufficient evidence of understanding of standards/benchmarks
Work/Study Skills No Behavior Graded

Percentage Grading Scale
A+ 100% - 97%
A 93% - 96%
A- 90% - 92%
B+ 87% - 89%
B 83% - 86%
B- 80% - 82%
C+ 77% - 79%
C 73% - 76%
C- 70% - 72%
D+ 67% - 69%
D 63% - 66%
D- 60% - 62%
F 59% - 0%

WHAT IF I NEED HELP?
- Ask a Friend
- Check Schoology
- Ask Your Teacher in class
- Message me in Schoology

Always do your own work to ensure your learning. Academic Integrity = South Proud!